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Introduction

Introduction
If you’re looking for the next big opportunity
to make a mark, here’s a slam dunk: fix your
company’s expense reporting.
If your company is like others, it sorts through an average of
100 expense reports per month. Whether these come through as
spreadsheets emailed to your finance inbox or as a hard copy, your
employees spend lots of time manually creating and processing these
expense reports. And this negatively impacts your business across
the board, making it difficult to get the most from your people and
processes—which means your profits take a hit.

That’s no way to run a business.
Expense reporting touches every part of your business, everything
from business travel and utilities to office supplies, advertising
and more.
Don’t just process your expenses; manage your spend
and cash flow.
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Introduction
Your employees fill in spreadsheets, submit
receipts (the ones they can find, that is) and
sometimes spend half a day organizing all the
information. While they’re distracted by all this
busy work, they’re not getting their jobs done.
As if that weren’t bad enough, your employees
then wait weeks to be reimbursed.

“According to 53% of SMBs, migrating off paper-based
processes is the top priority, followed by improving
processing efficiency (34%), both of which tend to go
hand-in-hand.”
—A
 rdent Partners, The State of AP in the SMB Market,
November 2013

And yet it doesn’t end there.
Whoever handles accounts payable receives these spreadsheets
and struggles to match the right cost center codes to a pile of paper
receipts. Then, they must chase down employees for missing receipts
and to discuss out-of-policy expenses.

Your employees are wasting valuable time.
Your company struggles to manage spending because your finance
department has to manually check to see whether or not employees
are following expense guidelines.
And you need to make decisions—big, important decisions—based on
your company’s cash-flow situation. It’s often a guessing game when it
comes to cash flow. You know your employees are spending, but you
don’t know where or how much until they submit an expense report.
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Introduction
How long can you keep this up? Not long. If
you want to cut costs, grow your business, and
keep your employees happy, you’re not going to
succeed if you keep handling expense reporting
this way.
The good news is that you have an opportunity to do better when
it comes to your people and processes. It’s just a matter of choosing
the right solution to make that happen.
Now is the time to step up and become a hero. Lead your company
down the path to smarter expense reporting. Do so and you’ll be
on the road to higher profits. And don’t worry; you don’t have to go
it alone. This guide lays out everything you need to know, from the
pitfalls of managing expenses via spreadsheets to the opportunities
afforded by the cloud and mobile apps.

No one asked you to fix your expense reporting process—but
it’s one area of your business that affects all others. And let’s face
it—you didn’t get where you are by waiting to be asked what needs
fixing, did you?

The 3 E’s of mobile expense reporting
Efficiency: Your people can focus on important things like growing
the business.
Effectiveness: You’ll understand where every dime is being spent
so you can better manage your company’s money.
Employees: Your employees will change from frustrated ones into
happy, more productive ones.
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100 Spreadsheets per month
is a circus, not a process

100 Spreadsheets per month is a circus, not a process
Let’s face it. Doing expense reports manually on a
spreadsheet can be a huge production; some might
even say it’s a three-ring circus.
Whatever you call it, it’s a terribly inefficient process that erodes
productivity and is challenging to manage. Everyone involved
is unhappy.
It doesn’t have to be so frustrating. There is a better way.

“The payments department is essentially the custodian
of an organization when it comes to cash flow, which
in turn is the lifeline of liquidity. If either one of the two
core functions—Accounts Payable (AP) or Accounts
Receivable (AR)—within the payables realm is inefficient,
effectively an organization’s ability to accurately forecast
its financial position is also compromised.”
— Gallup, Inc., State of the American Workplace, 2013
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But misconceptions can keep you from the path to improvement
•

“Spreadsheets for expense reports are free.”

•

“It will cost too much to bring on a new solution.”

•

“It doesn’t take that much time for my employees
to fill out expense reports.”

•

“Expense solutions are only for big companies.”

•

“Our back office employees are making good use
of their time manually processing expense reports.”

•

“Employees are reimbursed quickly enough.”

•

“Our employees would never pad their expense reports.”

•

“I do not need visibility into our T&E spending—
that’s what accruals are for, right?”

The truth is that none of those are true.
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Can your spreadsheet do this?
Empower employees to submit and
review expense reports while on the road

Centralize all expense-related data

Who likes to be surprised by a late
expense report?
No company can afford to tap into their revolving credit
line to reimburse employees who accumulate expenses
for months because they don’t have the time—or energy—
to fill out those dreaded spreadsheets.

Flag out-of-policy expenses and
eliminate data entry errors

Quickly and accurately report
on expense trends

Provide visibility and insight into
spend at a glance

Eliminate the effort to check and
consolidate expense-related data
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The true cost of
expense reporting

The true cost of expense reporting
Whether your company wants to spur growth,
improve productivity, or attract and retain top
talent, it needs to run like a well-oiled machine.
But if you’re using spreadsheets for expense reporting, that
machine can easily get bogged down, leaving your company short
of its objectives.

Sure, spreadsheets are great for wrangling data and crunching
numbers. But they’re woefully outdated when it comes to managing
expenses. It just isn’t practical for your employees to keep track of all
their paper receipts. The accuracy of the expense spreadsheet they
submit not only depends on their (possibly lacking) organizational
skills, but also on their laptop’s battery life and their ability to access
reliable Wi-Fi.
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The true cost of expense reporting
Your business is spending too much time and
money on manual expense reporting. Your people
and processes are suffering as a result. Here’s how.
Revenue-producing employees can’t focus on what
truly matters.
Asking your employees to handle expense reporting using
spreadsheets distracts them from their important work. Sales reps
aren’t pitching new prospects and closing deals, and marketing isn’t
getting the new campaign launched. In other words, your business
is at a standstill while employees are filling out spreadsheets. Your
employees didn’t sign on with your company to spend hours every
month submitting expense reports. They’re just as unhappy as you
are when they can’t focus on the task at hand.

According to Aberdeen Group,
companies whose employees
use mobile expense reporting
and travel apps save 4.5 hours
a month—that’s a week each
year (6.75 8 hour days).
—A
 berdeen Group, Your 2013 Guide
to Travel and Expense Management
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The true cost of expense reporting
Reimbursement takes too long and employees become frustrated.
Regardless of an organization’s size, making on-time payments is the hallmark of any accounts
payable function. A delay in the approval and processing of an expense report can mean late
reimbursement, unhappy employees and inaccurate accrual information.

Mobile apps are the new status quo.
With mobile expense reporting, employees simply take a photo of their receipts—right when
the expense happens—and upload it to a mobile app to get their expense report rolling.
Employees win because they don’t have an expense report and a pile of receipts to deal with
and reimbursements happen more quickly. The back office wins because it sees the expense
immediately and can also pull a report at any time.
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The true cost of expense reporting
Back-office employees spend time
on mundane tasks.

Manually recording each expense report
in the general accounting system

If your goal is to grow your business, the smartest way to do that is
to be as efficient as possible. But when you’re processing expenses
using spreadsheets, the only way to handle added volume is by
asking your back-office employees to dedicate more of their time
to processing expense reports. This can include:
Preparing the reimbursement payment
for the employee
Manually reviewing and approving
expense reports

Chasing down employees who submitted
expense reports with missing receipts,
out-of-policy or questionable expenses,
missing client/job/project codes, or missing
meeting attendee information

Reconciling the employee-reported expense
with the invoice from the company credit card

Manually pulling together a report for any
manager wanting to know the total spending
on any project, vendor, event or category

And, because there’s no connection between all these spreadsheets
and your accounting system, your finance team has to manually
transfer all the data. It’s no wonder your number crunchers find
themselves frustrated while constantly dealing with errors. Moreover,
it’s no surprise that it takes so long to reimburse employees and get
a firm grasp on monthly expenses. But that’s not all—this confusing,
manual means of handling expense reports means that you, the
financial leader, can’t fully understand the state of your business.
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The true cost of expense reporting
Limited visibility into spending means you can’t
effectively manage cash flow.
Whether you are trying to cut costs or grow your business,
disciplined spending is critical. To stay on top of cash flow, you
need to know where and how your money is allocated as it’s being
spent. Spreadsheets, paper copies of receipts, late submissions of
expense reports and lengthy approval processes all stand between
you and a clear picture of your cash flow.

DINING

TRAVEL

TRAVEL EXPENSES

HOTELS

8-12%
Travel and Entertainment

Why fly blind with 10% of your expenses?
Travel & Entertainment (T&E) represents 8–12% of the average
company’s total operating expense. When you’re using
spreadsheets to collect T&E costs, you don’t know where
or how much employees are spending until they submit
an expense report.
That means you’re flying blind. And the lack of visibility and
controls on hotel and airfare spending is costing your company
big money.
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The true cost of expense reporting
Employees are frustrated with the archaic process
and it’s affecting your bottom line.
We understand you’re a numbers person. But we know that you are
just as concerned about employee satisfaction as you are with the
financial health of your company. And you’re right to think that way.
Evidence shows that employee satisfaction is critical to a thriving
company culture. A 2013 Gallup study found that boosting employee
engagement can increase a business’ output by 25%.

“One unit of new business travel produces incremental industry
sales of ten units.”
—World Travel and Tourism Council, Travel and Trade Linkages, April 2014

Efficiency for small business means focusing on what
you’re there to accomplish. And that’s certainly not travel
and expense reporting.
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The true cost of expense reporting
Your employees are wasting time using a manual
expense management process. By the end of the
day, everyone is frustrated by the mind-numbing
tasks that have distracted them from the truly
important work.
The time your employees spend filling in manual expense reports
could be spent prepping for a big meeting, crafting a proposal or
closing a deal. Your back-office employees should be contributing to
the day-to-day functions of your business, but instead waste their time
chasing down co-workers, matching spreadsheets to receipts and
continually explaining the company’s expense policy. And your CEO

is flying blind not knowing the current state of the company’s cash
flow at any given moment.
Imagine if you could give your employees back all of their time.
By fixing the entire process, you would make your employees’
lives easier and get a better handle on your cash flow. And happier,
effective, productive employees translate into more efficient and
profitable business operations.

While CFOs haven’t lost their affinity for properly-prepared
financial statements, technology has enabled them to
automate many of the low-level transactional functions that
once consumed much of their time.

If you want the perfect solution, you should make it effortless
for employees to participate. You have to make it incredibly
easy to follow the rules, abide by policy, get approvals and
avoid manual effort.
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Connecting through
the cloud is the answer

Connecting through the cloud is the answer
Cloud-based mobile expense reporting is here today.
Not convinced? Just think about how rapidly things have changed
when it comes to banking. When was the last time you walked up to
a bank teller to transfer money? Today, you whip out your smartphone
and move money from anywhere, 24/7. Mobile apps make it possible
to streamline your business processes, too. After all, employees
are more mobile than ever, relying heavily on their mobile devices.
By tapping into this new reality, you let your employees focus on the
work that really matters.

What could you accomplish with an extra week
every year?
•

Run one more marketing campaign?

•

Get one more software release out of the door?

•

Sign one more contract with a new business partner?

•

Close two more sales deals?

It’s no wonder that 67% of SMBs now view mobile solutions
and services as “critical” to their businesses. 83% have already
deployed mobile apps to help improve employee productivity;
55% are using mobile apps for specific business functions.

Millennials expect to work in an environment
where they can freely use their mobile
phones and social networks. Cisco reports
that millennials won’t work at a company
that blocks these tools or does not let them
choose between mobile devices.

Efficiency
More time to focus on priorities

Effectiveness
Stop processing—start managing

Employees
Less hassle—smiles all around
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Connecting through the cloud is the answer
“I love expense reports,” said no one. Ever.
But they are a necessary evil. That said, your
employees know there’s a better way to handle
them. And they’re right.
Smart companies are using software that allows on-the-go employees
to automatically fill in, submit, review, approve and track expense
reports from their mobile devices. With this software, everything
related to managing expenses is more immediate and automated
so your company can spend less time on spreadsheets.
Instead of using spreadsheets for expense reporting, employees
can immediately input expense information online or via a mobile
app. Employees can easily jump-start the expense reporting process,
whether they are booking travel online, have received an e-receipt
after making a purchase or have taken a photo of a paper receipt with
their mobile phone. Cloud-based expense reporting makes it simpler
to submit, approve, audit and process expense reports and reimburse
employees—allowing your employees to focus on the work that needs
to be done.

Moving your manual expense process over to the cloud is just
the beginning. The real benefit comes once you’ve updated the
process—when you can truly manage your budget and control
spending. Cloud-based software is also easily integrated with your
other business software, like your accounts payable or CRM system.

“To negate the threat of creeping inefficiency eating into
profitability, the owners and managers of SMBs should
tackle institutionalized resistance to change…”
— Gallup, Inc., State of the American Workplace, 2013
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Connecting through the cloud is the answer
How to create a no-questions-asked expense policy.
By embedding your expense policy into your expense reporting
solution, you can easily help your employees avoid unauthorized
spending. Your employees will consistently adhere to policy,
preventing frustration, avoiding mistakes and saving your company
money in the long run. But it all starts with a clearly defined policy.
You can create a no-questions-asked policy with our help. Find
out how to create an expense policy that works for everyone.

Mobile is the smart solution for expense
reporting. It’s immediate, efficient and
effortless. Your employees will save time,
eliminate paper receipts, and reduce data
entry and errors. And you’ll take control
of your spending.

Download guide
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Connecting through the cloud is the answer
Now’s the time to tame the chaos with a smarter
expense report.
There are two sides to the cash-flow equation—money coming in
and money going out. Why are you managing part of the equation—
and such an important part of your business—with such a messy,
time-consuming and frustrating process?

Employees who capture receipts and file expenses on the go
are more likely to do so accurately and quickly (especially when
they’re using a mobile app designed for expense management).
This saves valuable time, speeds up the reimbursement process
and enables your business to keep better track of overall spending
and cash flows.

In business, you’re often faced with either/or decisions. Do you take
steps to save money, or do you do what you can to make employees
happy? By giving your employees a mobile app to manage expenses,
you can do both.
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The ideal expense
reporting solution

The ideal expense reporting solution
An automated expense process that takes advantage
of the cloud and mobile apps:

Takes the emotion out of expenses. Managers
no longer have to police their employees
for out-of-policy spending since policies
are built right into the technology.

Simplifies the process. It reduces the need
to collect—and store—paper receipts, since
employees can simply take a photograph
of them.

Eliminates frustration. It takes the pain out
of repetitive tasks like completing expenses
on a spreadsheet.

Speeds up the process. Managers can approve
expenses in real time on their mobile devices.

Makes processes more efficient. Employees
submit expenses faster, providing rapid insight into
cash flow. And they get reimbursed faster, leading
to higher morale.

Frees employees to focus on other business
priorities. When expense reporting is more
automated, your employees can spend their
time in better ways.
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The ideal expense reporting solution
All that said, not all cloud-based expense reporting software is
created equal. Regardless of the tool you choose, here’s a checklist
to ensure it satisfies key criteria:

Effortless—Make it easy for you and your employees
to manage expenses as soon as they book a trip or
swipe their credit card.
☑☑ Support employees on the go. Your employees are constantly
on the move, so their expense reports should be accessible
at all times. Look for expense reporting solutions featuring
a mobile app—one compatible with iPhone, iPad, Android
Devices, BlackBerry, and Windows Phones, so all your
employees are connected.

☑☑ Build in your policy. Eliminate confusion and make sure
employees have your company’s customized spending
guidelines at their fingertips built right into a cloud-based
mobile app or web solution.

☑☑ Get quickly up and running. You’re busy and your business
moves fast, so your expense reporting solution implementation
should be quick and efficient.

☑☑ Grows with your business. Whether your business is adding
new employees on a regular basis, or you’re adding offices
round the globe, make sure your expense reporting can grow
with you. The last thing you want your employees to spend their
time on is manual, time-consuming tasks like data entry. Let an
automated system do that for you, so your employees can focus
their efforts on tasks more critical to your company’s mission.

☑☑ Includes customer support. Make sure you are supported
by dedicated Account Managers and can access customer
support 24/7.

Just as the spreadsheet is no longer the best way
to manage payroll, the spreadsheet is not even close
to the state-of-the-art for expense reporting. When you
ask your employees to use a spreadsheet template for
their expense report, it’s like asking them to print out a
document to sign it and then fax it back, or stand in line
at the bank to deposit their paychecks.
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The ideal expense reporting solution
Connected—Every business is different, so make
sure your expense reporting solution can be tailored
to your needs:
☑☑ Connects to other business solutions. The cloud-based
expense reporting solution should connect your expense data
to your ERP and accounting solutions in real time. Doing so will
make manual data entry a thing of the past. Eliminating errors
while tying employee expense data to particular clients or
projects can be done without effort — letting you see the true
ROI of employee travel.

☑☑ Integrates easily with products your business travelers already
use. Because employees make purchases using many different
channels and applications, it’s best if your expense reporting
software integrates with third parties. For example, a hotel
e-receipt can directly sync with your employees’ expense app,
automatically filling in the report for them. Look for a vendor that
allows third parties—including airlines, hotels and others—to
easily integrate data from their reservation systems with your
expense reporting software.

42%

42% of SMBs need to improve
their expense management
processes
—Aberdeen Group

59%

59% of employees filed
at least 1 incorrect report

1/3

1/3 submitted reports contained
at least 5 errors

☑☑ Simplifies payments. Make sure you can connect your corporate
cards to the solution for easy payment within the system.

☑☑ Streamlines reimbursement. Don’t use a corporate card? Look

—C
 oncur, Concur Small Business Survey Reveals Surprising Habits for Expense
Reporting; 59% of Respondents Admit to Making Mistakes, October 11, 2010

for the ability to pay employees through direct deposit for easy
and quick reimbursement.
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The ideal expense reporting solution
Transparent—Faster visibility into expenses provides
greater control over spending and eliminates monthend surprises.
☑☑ Helps ensure tax compliance. Every business is subject to a tax
compliance audit. Small business owners who claim business and
personal income on their taxes need to keep
the two separated on their tax filings. So make sure you choose
a solution that ensures compliance at every stage of the expense
process.

The perfect expense report is no expense report.
The ideal is to populate an expense report in real time, as you
make purchases, whether for an airline flight, taxi fare, or office
supplies. The Concur mobile app can take photos of receipts
that “automagically” become expense reports. Today we populate
80–90% of your expense report. In the future, we’ll populate
100% of it for you.
Your expense report can start in many different ways:

☑☑ Provides reporting capabilities. Regardless of the size of your
business, you should keep track of where your employees are
spending company funds. Knowing where your money goes is
the first step in controlling costs. Look for a solution that provides
easy access to expense information so you can enact necessary
changes that save money.

☑☑ Delivers stability. Make sure the solution is built on continuously
monitored infrastructure so you can be confident of business
continuity, uptime and financial stability and security.

When you book travel

With an e-receipt being automatically sent over
to your cloud-based expense report

Taking a photo of a receipt on your cell phone
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Concur solution

Concur solution
Why Concur?
At Concur, we are not simply focused on automating business
processes, we’re focused on completely rethinking them to transform
how businesses capture and manage cash flow. For decades, we’ve
had an unending focus on innovation and have created a platform
that brings together customers and partners to provide the richest
value possible across the entire spending management process,
from expenses and travel to invoices. As our President, Elena Donio
says, “We are here not because we are curing cancer, but because
maybe you are. And if you are, you shouldn’t be filing expense reports.”

Concur isn’t in the business of automating business processes.
We are in the business of completely rethinking them so they
are effortless, connected and transparent.

If you give your employees relevant price targets while
they book their travel and reward them for hitting those
targets—and provide all this through their mobile app—
then everyone wins.
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Concur solution
Effortless—Easy to set up. Easy to use. Easy to see
results.
If you want to create the perfect process, you have to make it
effortless for the employee to use, to follow the rules, to abide by
policy, to gain approvals. And that boils down to avoiding manual
effort. In an ideal world, all employees have to do is verify that their
report looks okay and they get reimbursed quickly. Effortless expense
reporting means your employees don’t have to worry about anything
other than their job, which is creating the next innovation, meeting the
next partner or landing the next customer.

☑☑ Quickly up and running. Most Concur clients are up and running
in less than 2 weeks. Put in perspective, the time it takes to
implement Concur is 1% of the time you’re already wasting on
manual expense reporting.

☑☑ With Concur’s mobile app. Employees need only snap a photo of
their receipts to generate or add to an existing report. Managers
can even approve expenses on the go with our mobile app.

☑☑ Policy built right in:
 xpense. Throughout the expense submission process,
E
Concur flags out-of-policy expenses, both on the web and
in the mobile app. If an employee submits an out-of-policy
expense, our software alerts the manager during the
approval process.
Travel. Manage the big-ticket travel items such as airfares
and hotels by using with TripLink to provide employees a
clear price-to-beat for each airfare and hotel while they book,
and incentivize them to beat that target price. Your employees
can easily import their travel confirmations into Concur and
manage their itineraries with Concur’s award-winning travel
concierge to make travel a breeze.

☑☑ Concur grows right alongside your company. No matter what
stage your company is at, we have many solutions to help you
grow and succeed. Start with a simple expense solution, and then
add travel and next invoices to help see a complete picture of
your company’s cash flow.

☑☑ Customer support. You and your employees can tap into reliable
support from Concur experts 24/7. That means your busy finance
and IT departments are not interrupted by endless employee
questions. Looking for advice from other Concur users? Join our
Concur Client User Group on LinkedIn.
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Concur solution
Connected—Tailored to your business
After twenty-one years in the technology industry, we’ve learned
that if you want to efficiently manage your expenses and cash
flow, you need to be connected. In other words, you must tie
together all related information from end to end. Our open platform
is designed so that all the companies and technologies servicing
your business—including ERP, corporate credit card providers and
banks—are connected. As a result, you see the big picture.

☑☑ Concur App Centre. A marketplace for Concur clients and
their employees to discover effortless connections designed
for businesses and their travelers. Concur’s App Centre helps
everyone discover solutions that can help improve, automate
and streamline expense management, compliance and travel
management programs.

☑☑ Connected solutions. Concur connects with your financial, HR
and other business-critical systems to meet your specific needs:
QuickBooks
Microsoft Dynamics

“Really great product companies…Often see an
ecosystem building around them. What is important
once that happens is to invest in delivering a platform
that all our partners can build on top of. And the reason
this is important is that it improves the experience of the
traveler, improves the experience of the customer and
adds tremendous value for our partners.”
— Steve Singh, Concur CEO, CNBC Mad Money interview

SAP
Netsuite
Salesforce
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Concur solution
Connected—Tailored to your business
☑☑ Make it quick, easy and efficient to use corporate cards!
Concur captures corporate card transactions from most major
banks automatically, saving time, reducing errors and driving
policy compliance.
☑☑ Direct Deposit. Concur’s automatic payment capability provides
you with the fastest, easiest and safest way to reimburse
expenses. When a report is approved for payment, Concur’s
expense reporting service automatically calculates the funds
to be reimbursed, withdraws the correct amount from the
designated bank account and transfers the money straight into
the employee’s bank account or to the corporate card vendor.

“We can personalize travel experiences around every
single individual, around every single company. As
Concur and all of our partners continue to innovate,
we’re going to borrow, build upon and add value to each
other’s solutions. As we collaborate, we move forward
together. We will achieve more together than any one of
us could have achieved on our own. And that’s beautiful,
because our customers benefit.”
— Steve Singh, CEO of Concur
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Concur solution
Transparent—Complete cash flow visibility
We believe that when employees spend money on behalf of their
company, the company has a right to complete transparency into
that spending. That’s why we’ve made it our job to provide easy and
effortless access to information. We provide you with tools to ensure
compliance with the labyrinth of regulations that govern businesses
and the insight and visibility to manage your expenses and cash flow.

☑☑ Compliance. Concur ensures compliance at every stage and with
a range of standards and regulations.
IRS
VAT
GST

☑☑ Complete cash flow insight. If you really want to manage cash
flow effectively, you need to start paying attention to spending
as it occurs. With Concur, you take control. You’ll be able to
manage cash flow today, and be able to plan and manage
growth for the future.

☑☑ Reporting. The more you see, the more you save. With Concur
Insight, users of all skill levels can easily develop their own
dashboards, run their own reports and create customized
queries to easily access the most-needed information.

☑☑ Security. Concur meets security certifications on servers
AND applications, so there is never a time when your data
is vulnerable. PCI, SOC1, ISO 27001, and ISO 20000 audits
are performed daily. And, we keep you informed of how
we perform on external audits, so you can rest assured
your data is safe.

Real-world examples of
companies taking the smart path

Real-world examples of companies taking
the smart path
Numerous companies have improved their processes, made their
employees more efficient and happier and generated higher profits
by moving to cloud-based expense reporting. Here are a few
of their stories.

Before Concur: Wasted time and
an onerous process
Of the 120 employees that Dornier MedTech America, Inc. has on its
payroll, 90% are in the field and spread out across the USA. Previously,
field personnel would email spreadsheets to their managers, who
would review and approve the expense reports without seeing the
associated receipts. Separately, the field personnel mailed the original
receipts with their printed spreadsheet to the home office. Tracy
Anderson, AP Co-ordinator for the company, would process the
reports, comparing every line entry against receipts. As she recalls,
this consumed nearly 65% of her time each week.

After Concur: Streamlined process that sets
the company apart
The expense reporting process has changed dramatically for Dornier
MedTech America with a cloud-based solution in place. “Our expense
processing is pretty seamless now. It has given us more transparency
and enabled faster turnaround times for reimbursements,” Tracy
Anderson, AP Co-ordinator, explains. It also allowed Dornier MedTech
America to save over $190,000 in the first year by eliminating manual
processing time and reducing the costs for field personnel to ship
their reports and receipts to the home office.

“In my opinion, Concur not only brought this 30+ year-old
company up a notch, it helped to retain and even gain
smart and technically savvy personnel. We might not
have some of the great engineers we have now if we
were still using spreadsheets.”
— Tracy Anderson, AP Coordinator of Dornier MedTech America, Inc
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Real-world examples of companies taking
the smart path
Before Concur: Best guesses and lots of errors

After Concur: Applying resources to important tasks

The South Carolina Research Authority (SCRA) previously relied on
a “garbage-in, garbage-out” process, collecting expense information
via a PDF form. Without any guidelines or a standardized process,
employees would hand in a form with their best guess at what they
should be reporting. Then it was up to the accounting department to
manually review and correct all errors. According to Joel Sandstrom,
senior accountant for SCRA, “It was a very painful and time-consuming
process. We spent at least 40% to 50% of each week processing
expense reports.” Needless to say, end-of-year reporting was
a nightmare.

A cloud-based expense reporting solution makes SCRA’s back-office
employees much more efficient so they can do more with less and
focus on other projects.

“We are freed to analyze expenses rather than handle
the basics of expense reporting. For example, every
one of our projects has different requirements and
now we can analyze expenses and bill those back
to customers so we stay compliant.”
— Joel Sandstrom, senior accountant for SCRA
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Real-world examples of companies taking
the smart path
Before Concur: Flying blind

After Concur: Newfound visibility and compliance

Educational Data Systems, Inc. is a mid-sized business with just over
400 employees headquartered in Dearborn, Michigan. Nearly half
of its employees travel on a regular basis. Because the company was
manually managing expenses, it had zero visibility into travel spending,
complicating decisions about resource allocation and budgeting.
Often, the company was “surprised” by certain expenses, making
it impossible to negotiate preferred vendor discounts and deals.

By moving to a cloud-based mobile expense management app—
integrated with its American Express® Corporate Card—Educational
Data Systems gained complete visibility into travel spending.
Aggregated data gives Educational Data Systems’ regional managers
and company executives the information they need to make smart
decisions about resource allocation and future growth. In addition
to operating more efficiently, the company expects significant savings
by negotiating better rates and volume discounts with preferred
suppliers—which was previously impossible.

“Because every traveler is required to use the
American Express® Corporate Card, and our rules
and regulations are built into Concur, compliance
has improved tremendously.”
— Rob Dancer, CFO, Educational Data Systems
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Real-world examples of companies taking
the smart path
Before Concur: Lengthy processing
and reimbursement

After Concur: Speedy processing, happier
employees and deep visibility

Samson Technologies has been around since the 1800s. From its
inception, the company was innovative, applying technology to make
rope in a way that was never before possible. However, the way the
company handled expense reporting via spreadsheets and paper
forms was less than progressive. According to Dean Haverstraw,
director of IT for Samson, “It was like we were cavemen working
with primitive tools. Expense reporting was a painful, laborious and
frustrating process. For management, it was like peering into a cave
with a torch and trying to figure out where we’ve been, what we’ve
done and what we’ve spent.” It took 4-6 weeks to process expense
reports and sometimes longer to reimburse employees.

Now that Samson Technologies takes advantage of expense reporting
in the cloud with support for mobile devices, it processes expense
reports in just five days. Haverstraw explains, “The marriage of the
mobility and the travel and expense management is just perfect.”
Samson employees like using the mobile application, making them
more efficient and happier about the process. They’re also freed
up to do their jobs. “Our sales and engineering teams can focus on
building a better solution and company. And we can we actually help
our people be better travelers,” continues Haverstraw.

“We used to just see an amount like $200,000 go onto
the General Ledger. Now we see exactly where our
money is going and whether or not we are under, over
or on budget.”
— Dean Haverstraw, Director of IT, Samson Technologies

At the same time, by integrating its expense management system with
its ERP and business intelligence systems, Samson has deep visibility
into all spending throughout the month through a dashboard. “We
used to just see an amount like $200,000 go onto the General Ledger.
Now we see exactly where our money is going and whether or not
we are under, over or on budget.” Moreover, the company delivers
this information to executives, managers and employees automatically
on their mobile devices. “They can drill down into the data. We would
have had to pay a lot of people to key in all that information to do all
this before. We’ve moved forward light years beyond where we were,”
concludes Haverstraw.
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Real-world examples of companies taking
the smart path
Before Concur: Behind the times

After Concur: Empowering mobile sales reps

Great America Financial Services, a national commercial equipment
finance company, employs about 400 people. The company’s
executive administrative assistant, Kristi Chambers, processes
10-20 expense reports per week for five of the company’s eight
business units. Because most of the company’s processes are
paperless, it wanted to move to paperless expense reporting.

Since the change, Chambers spends 50-75% less time processing
expense reports. The move has been a huge hit with other employees
too. “They no longer have to worry about bringing paper receipts and
forms with them. Because they just take a picture of their receipts, they
can submit expense reports much faster.” “It’s a huge time saver in our
company,” continues Chambers.

“We chose Concur because we want to make salesforce.com
a one-stop shop for our sales team, allowing reps to tie
expenses and their trips to their accounts in salesforce.com.”

According to Chambers, salespeople are the first to admit they’re
not detail-oriented. “The fact that they can very easily, quickly and
accurately submit their expense reports and get paid within 24 to 48
hours is huge to them. They would be distraught if we took this away
from them,” she concludes.

— Kristi Chambers, Executive Administrative Assistant,
Great America Financial Services
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Get started on the path to smarter expense reporting
There you have it—everything you need to know about a better way
to manage expenses. By moving from spreadsheets to automation,
you can bring your expense management process into the 21st
century. Remember—no one will ask you to fix this because they
don’t realize that Concur can help. But they’ll sure be happy that you
did. When you choose a solution that fixes so many problems, you will
see happier and more productive employees along with streamlined
processes. Opening the door to higher profits has never been easier!

Ready to see smarter expense reporting in action?
Take our solution for a free test drive.

Take a test drive

Contact us
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